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Abstract
We consider self-duality in a 2 + 1 dimensional gauge theory containing
both the Born-Infeld and the Chern-Simons terms. We introduce a Born-Infeld
inspired generalization of the Proca term and show that the corresponding self




Many years ago Townsend et. al. studied self-duality in gauge theories in 4k − 1
dimensions [1]. In particular, in 2+1 dimensions they considered the Proca equation
for the massive gauge field:
∂F + m
2A = 0 , (1)
where F = ∂A − ∂A . As a consequence of the antisymmetry of the field
strength, it follows from above that ∂A
 = 0, and hence there are two, indepen-
dent, propagating modes of equal mass. They observed that any gauge field which
is proportional to the dual of it’s field strength does satisfy the above equation. In






is a solution of the second order Eq. (1). They called Eq. (2) as the self-duality
equation. This equation propagates one massive mode instead of two and it can be









It is straightforward to see that the above Lagrangian is not gauge invariant. However,
interestingly it was soon observed [2] that the above model is equivalent to gauge













mF = 0 , (5)
and following [2] it is easily shown that the field Eqs. (5) and (2) are equivalent. In
fact, in [2] the authors have even shown the equivalence of the two Lagrangians LP
and LM as given by Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively.
The purpose of this note is to consider the generalization of this equivalence in
case the Maxwell term is replaced by the celebrated Born-Infeld Lagrangian. This
Lagrangian was originally proposed by Born and Infeld to cure the short distance
2
divergence in quantum electrodynamics. Recently it has attracted considerable at-
tention both in field theory, because of it’s remarkable form, as well as in string










Here we have ignored an irrelevant constant factor proportional to square of the
Born-Infeld parameter β which does not contribute to the equation of motion. This
Lagrangian reduces to the topologically massive Lagrangian as given by Eq. (4) in











mF = 0 . (7)
The question one would like to ask is: what is the self-dual analogue of Eq. (2)?









Before we prove our assertion, let us note that Eq. (8) reduces to the self dual Eq. (2)
in the β ! 1 limit. We call it the “generalized self-dual equation” because of it’s
similarity with the self-dual equation even though in the literature the term self-dual
is usually used while dealing with the linearized equations. To show that Eq. (7)














from which Eq. (7) follows.
Following [1] it is worth enquiring if there is a corresponding Born-Infeld self-dual
Lagrangian from which self-dual Eq. (8) will follow as a field equation. It is easily



















= 0 . (11)
Let us now show that the above equation is equivalent to the generalized self-dual























Substituting this again in Eq. (11) we get the generalized self-dual Eq. (8).
In [2], the authors have also noted the common origin of the Lagrangians (3) and













As noted in [4], this is precisely the Lagrangian that one has in the Abelian Higgs
model with Chern-Simons term after the Higgs mechanism has taken place. It has











It is then worth enquiring if there is a single “generalized master Lagrangian” from


















where we will adjust the normalization p properly to get the self dual equation. Note
that this Lagrangian reduces to the Maxwell-Proca Lagrangian (14) as β ! 1.
Also for m = 0 we get the topologically massive Born-Infeld theory described by
















κF = 0 . (17)
It is easily shown that this model also has two massive modes with same masses m
as given by Eq. (15). Hence one should be able to derive the field Eq. (17) starting










Here we show that this is in fact true provided we choose p = m . Consider the
mode with mass m+ for which we choose p = m+ . On operating by (
/m−)∂ to













 = 0 . (19)















κF = 0 , (20)




FF  from the second
term using the square of the self dual Eq. (18). Similar calculation can also be done
for the m− mode.
Before finishing this note, we would like to point out that there are a large class
of models in (2 + 1) dimensions that admit self-duality equation. In particular it can








κF = 0 , (21)
5
where f(A, ∂A) is any scalar function of the gauge field and its derivatives that reduces






















In the β ! 1 limit, this Lagrangian reduces (apart from a trivial constant term)
to the Lagrangian (14) containing both the Maxwell and the Proca terms. In this
particular case,
f(A, ∂A) =




























m2 − 122 (m2 + m2)FF 
. (26)
As expected, this expression reduces to Eq. (16) in the limit β !1 . Also for m = 0
(i.e. m+ = κ, m− = 0) for the upper mode we get the generalized self-dual Eq. (8).
In view of the fact that in the Abelian Higgs model with Chern-Simons term,
after the Higgs mechanism has taken place, one precisely obtains the Maxwell-Proca
Lagrangian (14), it is worth enquiring if one can similarly obtain Lagrangian (16) (or
(23) ) from some generalized Abelian Higgs model.
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